
Taming the Critic
Online Art Journal Class with Diana Trout

Line Spilling

Materials:

Any kind of pen, from a fine point to a fat sharpie
your journal (or paper)

These line games will take you into a kind of trance and your critic won’t 
know where you are. Again, go steady: no pauses and no thinking.

Working with different thickness and types of line will help you to 
understand what YOU love.

Some of these are fun to do with music ...

The Doodle Game: Try Curving lines, straight lines, angles. Fill you paper 
with lines. Try not to cross any lines which would make a shape. This is 
almost like maze making. 

Here is a link to my video “Drawing Doodle Game.” This takes the doodle 
game to another level! This is a public video - ok to share.

Abstract Drawing Game: The point to this game is to break up your paper 
into shapes. As your pen moves along, try to keep your eyes on the shapes 
that you are creating. This can very quickly take you into the zone!

On a piece of paper (or in your journal), draw a straight line from any one 
side of the paper to any other side of the paper. Make two more straight 
lines, again from one edge to the other. Now make two curving lines (from 
one edge of the paper to any other edge. Now create three shapes anyone 
on the paper. 

View Video here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiaAqGddHXs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiaAqGddHXs
http://vimeo.com/user2933000/review/38944960/090895b2d0
http://vimeo.com/user2933000/review/38944960/090895b2d0


Drawing Deconstruct: Take 2 pieces of black paper. You are going to tear 
the paper into shapes. Think: circles, squares, rectangles, elipses, cones. 
Vary the proportions of the rectangles. I adore rectangles! 

Take your shapes and begin laying two or three out on paper. Roughly 
trace around the pieces. Continue to play with placement of these shapes, 
using them as templates to draw around and then use the shapes 
themselves. 

I love to do these in my journal. The shapes can be colored, doodled into, 
collaged over, written in or around. 


